International arms transfers in historical perspective
The 'evil' Soviet Empire may have fallen, but a reconfiguration of the international order after 1991 has again opened Eurasia to potential arms races that revolve around Russia, the Middle East, India, and China. A resurgence of regional crises and ethno-religious conflicts in the aftermath of the Cold War, and the prominence of terrorist attacks and various forms of unconventional warfare in more recent times, have further renewed concerns about the international arms trade. Statistics indicate that international arms transfers in the late 1980s, just prior to the collapse of the Soviet Union, involved as many as 50 states as suppliers and 120 as recipients. World military expenditure, in general decline through the 1990s, has been climbing since the start of the new millennium. Crucially, international arms production was not retarded over the past two decades; the financial value of global arms exports was approximately $48 billion in 1989 and still above $50 billion in 2007. 1 Transfers of large 'high-tech' weapons systems have undergone a relative decline, but the trade in small arms and light weapons shows little sign of receding, fuelled by regional tensions and ethno-religious strife frequently involving non-state participants. The disposal of surplus conventional weapons by arms-producing states has indeed augmented arms transfers-via 'white', 'grey', and 'black' markets-suggesting that the true value of the international arms trade far surpasses given estimates.
2
A clear pattern of production and proliferation has emerged in support of these contemporary trends. The Soviet Empire's disintegration created opportunities for illicit arms trading in the grey and black markets, whether by state-controlled arms companies or criminal groups with access to weapons stockpiles located in the former Soviet Union and Eastern Europe. Belarusian, Russian, and Ukrainian officials were implicated in selling arms to states like Iraq through the 1990s until 2000, thereby contravening United Nations sanctions. The final destination of those weapons was concealed through counterfeit end-user certificates, and facilitated by various front companies opened in Jordan, Syria, and Malaysia that acted as the official buyers, with illicit consignments funnelled through international trading entrepôts like Singapore.
3 Seemingly legitimate domestic arms exports have thus served as a cover for illegal transfers. In 2002, a criminal group targeted the largest arsenal of the Ukrainian Army, managing the theft of 190 firearms, over 40 missile launchers, plus ammunition and explosives.
4 By combining the operations of the traditional underworld with legitimate commercial structures, government bureaucracy, and representatives from the military and security services, such criminal groups have regularly supplied militants in Africa and Asia. 5 Meanwhile, Europe as a whole has consolidated its extensive share of the world's legitimate arms export industry, being a major stakeholder in the white market of the international arms bazaar. Between 1994 and 2001, the European Union's 15 member states alone exported conventional weapons and military equipment worth nearly $10 billion (or 32 per cent of the world total). Strong government support for several large deals has enabled many EU countries to compete in a global market dominated by the United States.
6 Again, at the receiving end were developing countries in Africa and Asia; and, in particular, states along the Indo-Pacific rim such as China, South Korea, and Malaysia. Since 1995, the annual reports of the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI) and International Institute for Strategic Studies (IISS) confirm that Asian governments have been the world's top arms buyers-recipients of over 40 per cent of global arms imports.
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Whereas the trade in large weapons systems may be decelerating, the distribution of light weaponry has become increasingly problematic. Regardless of whether they were obtained through the white, grey, or black markets of the international arms bazaar, or recycled from previous conflicts, at least one independent analyst has commented that
